Study material of Histology and Embryology – Supplement:

http://www.lf.upjs.sk/uhe/histology_topics/

Compulsory literature:

1. Mechírová E. and Domoráková I.: HISTOLOGY, Practical lessons (compulsory; available in the Book shop, SNP 1, Košice)


Recommended:


5. Junqueira L. C. et al.: Basic Histology (recommended; Library – UPJŠ)

6. Ross M. H. a Pawlina W.: Histology: A Text and Atlas, with Correlated Cell and Molecular Biology (recommended)


8. Young B. and Heath J. W.: Wheater’s Functional Histology, Text and colour atlas (recommended; Library – UPJŠ)

Recommended for DENTAL MEDICINE STUDENTS: